Suffolk Journal
Faculty Endorses S174 Principle

By Tom Hinko

The Suffolk University Faculty Assembly, composed of faculty and business administration faculty members, passed the following resolution on March 1.

The Faculty Assembly of the College of Arts and Sciences, and the College of Business Administration of the University endorses the principle of Senate Bill 1747, which states that the University and faculty of the University should participate in selection of members of the Board of Trustees of Suffolk University. In addition, on April 20, the Faculty Assembly voted approval of the following two proposals:

1. The present members of the Board shall continue to elect their own members. The exception is that no further 4 members shall be elected; the office of the member shall cease to exist when present lifetime memberships become vacant.

2. A committee called the Trustee Selection Committee shall select an additional number of trustees. The committee shall be composed of persons elected separately by the alumni, faculty, staff, and students. No person enrolled as a student employed by the University, or serving on the committee may become a trustee under this provision.

A four-man committee, elected by the Faculty Assembly, hopes to present these proposals to the Board of Trustees. The committee comprised of Dr. Edward Clark, Professor in English, Dr. Arthur West, chairman of the biology department, Dr. Benson Diampli, professor of business administration, and Harold M. Stone, professor of accounting. The Law faculty has not approved the proposa.

Speech Festival Accents Communication

Most of the evils that plague our civilization are simple the result of a lack of communication between individuals. The problem is that if people were not just listening but understood each other, many barriers would be dropped, even seemingly trivial matters.

"This communications gap was narrowed to some extent April 28 when Suffolk students partici- pated in the first annual Speech Happening," in the Auditorium.

"The purpose of this Happening, as explained by Norman Swartz, was to illustrate the importance of speech in the process of com- munication. As Swartz put it, 'If you know how to tell your point across, you will be successful in whatever you do.'"

The program directed by Beth Libby included many of the normal activities that occur in the speech classes at Suffolk. These (Cont. on P. 3)

People's Peace Treaty Seen as 'Political Fraud'

WASHINGTON, D.C. (WINS) - The Washington based American Youth for a Just Peace (AYJP) has called the "People's Peace Treaty," drawn up by the National Student Association (NSA) and three student groups in Vietnam last year "a disguised formula which undercuts the efforts to achieve a just peace."

The political fact about the (treaty) is that it embodies the double fault of representing a miniscule minority in America and to an analytical view of the power of a miniscule minority in North Vietnam which already exercises dictatorial control," the AYPJP charges.

Headed by Charles J. Stephens, AYPJP claims in its four-page "analysis of a political fraud" that NSA has no authority to speak for seven million American college students when it "lists only 305 affiliate memberships."

While NSA claims that it worked out the treaty's terms with the South Vietnam National Student Union, AYPJP says the South's four student unions have never met. "One NSA delegate allegedly contacted a few repre- sentatives of the Saigon Union," LJP says. "But NSA has produced no evidence that any of these representatives endorsed the "treaty."

AYJP's arguments to the treaty's nine articles are summarized as follows:

Article I calls for a date for the "immediate and total withdrawal of American forces" from Vietnam. The station would be heard through speakers located in previously mentioned areas of the school. These speakers can be turned on and off and the volume can also be raised and lowered. A great deal of space would not be required to house the facilities in fact a terry speciais storage closet would probably be suf- ficient.

This is possible because the station would be closed circuit and something would not require too much equipment. It is hoped that the facility will be large enough however, to have a small newsroom since one major pur- pose of the station is to inform.

The station's programming would be left up to the students. It would primarily include music, news, and talk shows. All University news would also be included as well as club activities being broadcasted.

The most primary purpose of the station would be to improve the inter- est in the school. Apathy exists, therefore, the station might make participation in some of the many activities that now occur, but go unnoticed.

The radio station was an important source of com- munication and the only means of finding out information is through the Suffolk Journal, bulletin boards, and by word of mouth. A radio station would duplicate rumors and inform the listeners of the facts.

A report regarding the station has been given to Treasurer John Francis X. Flannery, and hopefully the matter will soon be taken up at the Administration level.

The station would be available for broadcast to Suffolk when Suffolk students participate in the first annual "Speech Happening."

"The purpose of this Happening, as explained by Norman Swartz, was to illustrate the importance of speech in the process of communication. As Swartz put it, 'If you know how to tell your point across, you will be successful in whatever you do.'"

The program directed by Beth Libby included many of the normal activities that occur in the speech classes at Suffolk. These (Cont. on P. 3)
**S1274 Principle**

by Tom Heinz

The Suffolk University Faculty Assembly comprised liberal arts and business administration faculty passed in March the following resolution:

The Faculty Assembly of the College of Liberal Arts and Sciences, and the College of Business Administration of Suffolk University endorses the principle of Senate Bill 274 that Alumni and faculty of the University should participate in selection of members of the Board of Trustees of Suffolk University.

In addition, on April 20, the Faculty Assembly voted approval of the following two proposals:

1. The remains of the Student Assembly shall continue to elect their own members. The resolution that no further life members shall be elected. All the office of the member shall cease to exist when present site memberships become vacant.

2. A committee called the Trustee Selection Committee shall select an additional number of trustees. The committee shall be composed of persons elected separately by the alumni, faculty members, and students. No person enrolled as a student employed by the University, or serving on the committee may become a trustee under this provision.

A four man committee, elected by the Faculty Assembly, hopes to present these proposals to the Board of Trustees. The committee comprises of Dr. Edward Clark, Professor of English, Dr. Arthur A. Medlin, chairman of the Biology Department, Dr. Eumen Dampier, professor of Business Administration and Harold M. Stone, professor of Accounting.

The Law faculty has not approved the proposals.

**Deputy Attorney General Favors Drug Law Changes**

WASHINGTON, D.C. (WCNS) - THE Washington-based American Youth for a Just Peace (AYJP) has called the "People's Peace Treaty," drawn up by the National Student Association (NSA) and three student groups in Vietnam last year, a disguised formula which undercuts the efforts to achieve a just peace.

The pitiful fact about the (treaty) is that it embodies the double fault of representing a miniscule minority in America bidding for dictatorial power, or behalf of a miniscule minority in North Vietnam which already exercises dictatorial control," the AYJP charges.

Headed by Charles J. Stephens, AYJP claims in its four-page "accusations of a political fraud" that NSA has no authority to speak for seven million American college students when it lists only 535 affiliate memberships.

While NSA claims that it worked out the treaty's terms with the South Vietnam National Student Union, AYJP says the South's four student unions have never merged. "One NSA delegate allegedly contacted a few representatives of the Saigon Union," AYJP says. "But NSA has produced no evidence that any of these representatives endorsed the 'treaty.'"

AYJP's arguments to the treaty's nine articles are summarized as follows:

**Art. I** calls for a date for the "immediate and total withdrawal from Vietnam" of American forces.

**Art. II** provides for discussions to secure the release of all American prisoners. AYJP calls it "political blackmail," and wonders why the North would free the POWs in exchange for a prior American withdrawal.

**Art. III** calls for an "immediate cessation" between the U.S. and the "Provisional Revolutionary Government" (PRG) in the South (the Vietcong). AYJP asks, "What kind of ceasefire will there be if there is no ceasefire between the principal antagonists?"

**Art. IV** provides for dismissing procedures for ensuring the safe withdrawal of U.S. troops. AYJP points out that it requires the U.S. and Vietcong to merely enter discussions on the procedures - not guarantee such procedures.

**Art. V** requires the U.S. to pledge to end the imposition of Thieu-Ky-Khem on the people of South Vietnam. AYJP counters with the fact that the 1967 democratic elections, which brought in the Thieu government, were internationally observed.

**Art. VI** provides for an interim "provisional government to organize democratic elections." AYJP points out that a provisional government is with a democratically elected government already in office.
Deputy Attorney General Favors Drug Law Changes

by Kent Jarrel

The Deputy Attorney General of Massachusetts favors changes in the state drug laws.

Frank Schrappa told a drug panel at Suffolk April 14 he hoped Massachusetts would pattern its narcotic laws after the new federal laws. Federal penalties for illegal drug use now distinguish between seller and user and the type of drug present. Present state laws carry the same penalties for possession of marijuana and heroin.

Because of strict state laws, Schrappa said most minor drug cases are dropped without a finding, causing disrespect of the laws.

Schrappa feels marijuana laws should be modified to account for the fact that marijuana is potentially less dangerous than other drugs.

Schrappa also said his department favors new drug dependency laws, being used by state courts. Under this law, first-timers caught with a drug dependency are given professional counseling instead of a jail sentence.

The drug panel was conducted for evening sociology students and also consisted of a psychiatrist, a nurse, a former drug addict and a narcotics detective.

Dr. Ronald Ross, a psychiatrist at Boston City Hospital opened the program by explaining the differences in various drugs.

Schrappa outlined the three methods used to treat users of hard drugs. They were psychiatric counseling, drug rehabilitation houses such as Marathon House and Project Turnabout, and methadone. Dr. Russo said psychiatric counseling had proved to be fairly ineffective, while rehabilitation houses had met with the most success. As for Methadone treatment, it is only as successful as the amount of counseling that goes with it, said the psychiatrist.

Detective Casey of the 40 man Boston Police narcotics unit said law enforcement was not the answer to the drug problem. A system of rehabilitation similar to the Narcotics Anonymous, said Casey, could be applied to addicts.

Because heroin is the biggest drug problem in Boston, Casey said, his division concentrates on the heroin traffic in the inner core city. Twenty-one ounces of pure heroin confiscated in March said Casey, federal authorities, according to Casey, are beginning to arrest the high-level dealers of heroin.

Also, federal agents are working hand in hand with local authorities. Casey said in the past, federal agents often worked on their own.

Casey said he sees the decline of college drug use, but that drugs had seeped into area junior and senior high schools. The high schools are important to the narcotics issue.

Sister Tensika Mcneel, a nurse working at local hostel programs, said she hoped the city of Boston would allow a youth hostel to operate this summer. Hundreds of under-age runaways are expected in Boston this summer according to Sister McNeil, and they have no place to sleep.

Cathy, a former heroin addict, had only one point to make about drug usage. She urged parents and other older persons not to preach to youngsters about drugs because kids would then turn off to all information given to them.

After each panel member had spoken, a question and answer period ensued.

English Department to offer New Summer Literature Courses

The English Department will offer new literature courses this summer—The Question of Freedom in Modern American Fiction and The Theatre of The Absurd.

The Department will also offer two literature courses that have been popular in the past—Modern English Fiction and Irish Literature.

The following is an outline of the courses:

THE QUESTION OF FREEDOM IN MODERN AMERICAN FICTION

Have you ever asked yourself, "Why am I doing what I'm doing?"? Don't remember deciding to do it, and yet I'm doing it.

If you have, then you have pondered some of the same problems that faced Mal/lib, Darwin, Marx, Freud and other thinkers in the latter part of the nineteenth century.

Just how free is man? Can he use logical processes to reach conclusions and act accordingly? Or is he trapped by overwhelming forces of heredity and environment, incapable of making any free choices of his own?

The course will trace the rise of the naturalist philosophy in the discovery of the science known as唯物主义 and its transfer to literature in the fiction of Stephen Crane, Frank Norris, and Theodore Dreiser.

But the largest segment of the course will be devoted to more recent fictional treatments of the same problems. Works like Ralph Ellison's Invisible Man, Dante's Inferno, Arthur Miller's The Crucible, and John Updike's The Poor of the Farm and Donald Barthelme's City Life.

The course will not be limited to

Speech Festival

Features include speeches, debates, demonstrations, and selected readings.

Miss Libby, a junior initiated the program to promote the value of speech in everyday life and to promote the value of speech courses offered in the University. Miss Bernadette MacPherson of the Speech Department served as advisor to the participating students and assisted Miss Libby in coordinating the two-hour program.

Although the Happening was not intended to eliminate the communications gap forever, it closed most of this gap at Suffolk for one afternoon.

Participants during the day included Virdor Granderson.

who spoke on determinist citizenship; Jan Kmiel who talked about filmmaking; Frank Novak, who gave a workshop demonstration; and Art Considine who did a reading of Robert Frost's "Stopping to the Woods."

In addition, members of the voice and articulation class formed a choral speech choir Bill Cole spoke on the Boston City Hospital and Phil Locke and Swartz debated as to whether marriage should be based on a five-year renewable contract. Alan Francillo and John MacPhree gave a reading of The Creation of Sam Maper and Miss Libby read Amy Lowell's "The Bombardment.
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The Deputy Attorney General of Massachusetts favors changes in the state drug laws.
Frank Schrappa told a drug panel at Suffolk April 14 he hoped Massachusetts could pattern its narcotics laws after the new federal laws. Federal penalties for illegal drug use now distinguish between seller and user and the type of drug present. Present state laws carry the same penalties for possession of marijuana and heroin.

Because of strict state laws, Schrappa said most minor drug cases are dropped without a finding, causing disrespect of the laws.

Schrappa feels marijuana laws should be modified to account for the fact that marijuana is potentially less dangerous than other drugs.

Schrappa also said his department favors a new drug dependency law being used by state courts. Under this law, first of tender users with a drug dependency are given professional counseling instead of a jail sentence.

The drug panel was conducted for evening sociology students and also consisted of a psychiatrist, a nurse, a former drug addict and a narcotics detective.

Dr. Ronald Blaiso, a psychiatrist at Boston City Hospital, opened the program by explaining the differences in various drugs. Stressing that there is no single approach to drug abuse, Dr. Blaiso outlined the three methods used to treat users of hard drugs: they were psychiatric counseling, drug rehabilitation hosptial and methadone treatment.

Dr. Blaiso said psychiatric counseling had proved to be fairly ineffective while rehabilitation housed had proved to be the most successful. As for methadone treatment, it is only as successful as the amount of the psychiatric counseling that goes with it.

Detective Casey of the 40th Boston Police narcotics unit said the lack of enforcement was not the answer to the drug problem. A system of rehabilitation similar to Alcoholics Anonymous, said Casey, could be applied to addicts.

Because heroin is the biggest problem drug in Boston, Casey said his division concentrated on heroin traffic in the inner core city. Twenty-one percent of pure heroin confiscated in March said Casey were in two percent of the total dealt on the streets.

Legal authorities, according to Casey, are beginning to arrest the high level importers of heroin. Also, federal agents are working hand in hand with local authorities. Casey said in the past, federal agents often worked on their own.

Casey said he sees the decline of college drug use, but that drug use had leaped into area junior and senior high schools. The high schools were importing to the narcotics, usually.

Sister Constance McElrath is a nurse working at local church parish hospitals. She has helped the city of Boston would allow a youth center to open this summer. Hundreds of under-age runaways are expected again at Boston this summer according to Sister McElrath, and they have no place to sleep.

Cathy, a former heroin addict, had only one point to make about drug usage. She urged parents and other drug persons not to treat drug users/abusers about drugs because kids would then turn off to all information given to them.

After each panel member had spoken a question and answer period ensued.

English Department to offer New Summer Literature Courses

The English Department will offer two new literature courses this summer: The Question of Freedom in Modern American Fiction and The Theatre of The Absurd.

The Department will also offer two literature courses that have been popular in the past: Modern English Fiction and Irish Literature. The following is an outline of the courses.

THE QUESTION OF FREEDOM IN MODERN AMERICAN FICTION

English 437

Have you ever asked yourself, "Why am I doing what I'm doing at this moment?" This module will allow you to reflect on your life and to decide what you want to do.

The course will take the rise of the nihilist philosophy in the West. The topic will be freedom and its limitations, from the Greek philosophers to the present day.

The course will cover the following topics:

- The rise of the nihilist philosophy in the West
- Freedom and its limitations, from the Greek philosophers to the present day
- Reflection on your own life and decisions

The course will be worth 3 credits.

THE THEATRE OF THE ABSURD

English 444

Theatre of the Absurd is a term coined by Martin Esslin, a German critic, to describe a new kind of theatre that emerged in the 1950s and 1960s.

The course will cover the following topics:

- The rise of the theatre of the absurd
- Major playwrights of the theatre of the absurd
- The structure and techniques of the theatre of the absurd

The course will be worth 3 credits.
Stage I Performs

Stage I is dedicated to theatre art in its purest form: Theatremens in an encounter with audience and actors, actors with actors, actors with themselves. At Stage I, learning is a process of discovery, and as the result was demonstrated in April 28 when the company of Stage I, a group of highly experienced actors, performed for Suffolk students in the auditorium. The play was Sophocles' "Oedipus," but the same play must have read or in the way most would expect it to be performed. No lines, no lights, no make-up, and no set. The actors acted off the play.

The most important thing at Stage I is attitude. Says the company: "the many values and aesthetics which we seem always to be writing and publishing we must have that we create as important as what we create. The process is as important as the product. We see "Oedipus" as an entire rehearsal process where we test, affirm, explore and discover. Productions all too often emphasize those things that are destructive to art - the need to be noticed to shine, to cover a mistake to win in the songs for one's entrance, to cultivate an audience."

"What you see here may at any time be stopped: parts may be re-assigned, errors corrected, problems admitted. Nothing is ever completed in life, why pretend it is and set according?"

The audience witnessed a modified version of Sophocles' work which had been rewritten using original poetry, the Bible and the works of Nikos Kazantzakis and W. B. Yeats.

Stage I selected to emphasize the play's spiritual values resetting Oedipus as a Christ figure whose salvation lies in his spiritual and physical humiliation. The actors take the view that "in a Christian setting the plaque is made into nothing, not just a gold device, and that Oedipus affirms his existence, moves through his Gethsemane and emerges as a more spiritually elevated human being." Under the direction of Kenneth Swayne (author of The Actor's Search), the company is made up of seven actors, including former Suffolk student and drama club member Joseph Pinito.

---

FOREST FIRES BURN MORE THAN TREES

Courses

Eng. 324: Modern English

Culm. from P 3 lectures, discussion will be featured regularly. It is assumed that both instructor and students by the end of the course will not only understand clearly one of the major themes of recent fiction but will also be more aware of the determinative factors that impinge on our own freedom.

The course will be offered Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday from 11:40 to 12:50 in THEATRE OF THE ABSURD.

To describe "absurd" the work of a group of the most innovative writers in world drama in recent years is somewhat an abbreviation of a really non-aligned collection of contemporary writers.

But it is true that playwrights in America (O'Neill, France (Ionesco and Genet), Ireland (Beckett), Poland (Mendelssohn), England (Pinter) and Spain (Arando) do share some common assumptions about the nature of modern man and the perpetuation of violence of the Fenian movement and the Irish Republican Army and the impact of power.

Irish Literature is offered Monday, Wednesday and Thursday evenings from 7-45 to 9-20. Students will read works by James Joyce, William Butler Yeats, Sean O'Casey, John Millington Synge, James Stephens, Liam O'Flaherty and Brendan Behan.

MODERN BRITISH NOVEL

English E34.41

For years the "novel" was regarded with the contempt of disapproval automatically accorded anything new. It was regarded as escapism for weak-minded females, or as morally destructive.

Only within the last 80 years or so has anyone (apart from novelists) taken the novel seriously as an art form. And this fact has helped to keep it alive.

Because it was not taken seriously as a rigid form (unlike the sonnet or the medieval romance) it has not been frozen into narrow conventions and thus there is no tradition that says the novel must do this and do that.

Henry James was right and more succinct than usual when he called the novel the "most independent, the most elastic, the most prodigious of literary forms." The 20th century British novel, however, is more structured than its 19th century predecessor. It also makes more use of symbolism and less use of external comment or plot in the novelists. The novelists as seen in the novel are almost disappeared. These are differences in technique.

The most consistent difference in the most obvious emphasis on the social and alienation of the protagonist. The course will examine the techniques and themes of novels by James Joyce, Joseph Conrad, Virginia Woolf, T. E. Lawrence, E.M. Forster and Joyce Cary.

It will be offered Monday, Wednesday and Friday from 9-00 to 7-35.

Price: $5 per couple

---

SUMMERIZE COME TO URI

Flexible Scheduling

- First 6-week session begins June 14
- First 5-week session begins June 21
- Morning and evening classes - afternoons free

Guaranteed Courses

- Over 100 in each session
- Small, intimate classes
- Reasonable Rates

Relaxed, Intcerpt Atmosphere

- 5 minutes to ocean beaches
- 30 minutes to Newport Music Festivals
- 2 hours to Cape Cod

For Catalog & Registration forms, write:

Summer Session
University of Rhode Island
Kingston, Rhode Island 02881

---

STAFF WEEKEND!

 gegrees

Post - Graduate Fellowship

Dr. Robert K. Johnson, associate professor of English, has been appointed a post-doctoral fellow in the Graduate Institute of Modern Letters at the University of Texas. Dr. Johnson will assume the duties of the appointment this summer.

Under the terms of the offer, Dr. Johnson will be awarded a $1500 stipend. He will also be required to deliver one formal lecture during the term of his stay at the university, direct one of the seminar sessions, give two written reports on the colloquium, and remain in residence at least 6 weeks during the Institute.
**Smug film reveals plight of South Africa's non-whites**

By Barry Brinker

Apartheid, the method by which South Africa governs its non-white South Africans, is reviewed in a new film which...
Women who were used as "kitchen help" lived in quarters of their employers' homes and were not allowed visitors, the police periodically searching the quarters to make sure men were not hiding there.

As the film progressed, it contrasted the Africans' living conditions with those of the whites.

Swimming pools, beautiful homes, scenic parks, and modern schools were available for whites. Africans could look but not touch. Girls were marked for "whites only" alley tacos, because they were not allowed in the other facilities.

The film then proceeded to quote some frightening statistics. 50 percent of the whites reaching the age of five; the average life expectancy for an African in 34; the average African man lives here, 36 pounds per month (approximately $37) while it costs them 20 pounds to live. They are often forced to spend children out to work.

The government spends an average of seven pounds a year (approximately $16) educating a black child and 72 pounds a year (approximately $170) educating a white child. There are over 60 white teachers per school.

While school children wear near naked.

The Indians in South Africa were shown laboring land leased to them by the government through a life contract. If one member of the family leaves, the entire family is evicted.

In Capetown 17,000 African men lived and worked without family ties, who moved out because the government had done something. According to the film, the government is currently expanding this program because it believes it is cheaper to maintain the workers without their families.

The film showed a mining compound that housed African villagers for the incredible sum of 5 pounds per month (approximately $12).

They can, if they're good enough, get trained to be "boss boys." Here they can be in charge of ten men and earn a little more money.

These men stay in these "quarters" for 12 months at a time with no family contact.

These too old or sick to do hard work are left to pick fruits for their white employers. "Whom's left over is theirs to eat. They pay is 5 shilling per month (approximately $1.80)." These people are classified as "squatters" and must pay the "squatters tax" to the mission.

The film ended with a roll call of South African political prisoners sentenced to death by the government.

The Delia Sigma Pi chapter of Delta Sigma Pi has consummated another great year with South. Twelve brothers graduated, June, its membership will be somewhat small, but only in numbers.

The increased awareness of the present brotherhood promises to make the fall greater in its dedication to brotherhood, the school and the community at large.

Phi Sigma Sigma Phi Sig has elected its officers for 1971-72. They are president Dan Rutledge, Vice-President Jill Sullivan, and Rush Chairman Denise Herbert. Tribune Lucile Alberta and Scribe Linda Sullivan.

This August the sisters will attend six strong national conference in Philadelphia. All the sisters with a good summer.

Alpha Phi Omega Last month Alpha Phi Omega held its annual alumni banquet at the Playboy Club of Boston. The brothers would like to thank brother Hugh for making the banquet so successful.

Honored guests included Derek Sanderson of the Boston Bruins, William Louis Pepper of the Alumni Board of Trustees, and Dr. Edward Hartman, noted Welsh historian. All brothers, past and present, were invited once more being reunited by the spirit of brotherhood.

Elections of APO officers for next year were held April 29. Elected were President Richard C. Slack, Vice-President Honorary Senior Sister.
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**NOTES**

**SPORTS**

**Outside S.U.**

By Dick Jones

There will be light sport here to supplied by Jerry Davis and pneumonia, as will the Suffolk premieres Saturday, June 10. The exhibition between 1968 and available now from Dotty Duck in the Office $10 a couple. After you arrive you can purchase for 30 tickets. Then our your and your date to until midnight on the low field.

Your $10 ticket gives you and your date dancing and champagne you can handle with the best of them.

Two soon to be alumni have already accepted teaching positions Arthur E. Pontes (AB71) who will teach German at the Senior High School in Lincoln, and Robert F. Carr (BS71) who will become a professor at Silver Lake Regional High School in Newmarket.

Sherri Jennings (AB68) who good with her English teaching job at Bryant -Stuart and the Scholastic Achievement Center in Newton. Kathryn得罪 (AB68) has been accepted at Purdue for grad school in English. Irene Pawlis (AB70) now an Air Force woman has joined the 8th Tactical Fighter Wing as an instructor officer in Thailand. Robert E. Carr (BS63) was promoted to District Manager

**Kony Laboratories Inc.**

Kony Laboratories Inc. is responsible for sales operations in New England, New York, Maine, and Massachusetts.

A recent outing to Boston was completed as the third in the series of meetings with various companies in the area.

Arthur E. Pontes (AB71) who will teach German at the Senior High School in Lincoln, is listed to be named Professor of German at the University of Massachusetts in Amherst.

Robert F. Carr (BS71) who was accepted at Purdue for graduate work in English, has been offered a job at Bryant-Stuart and the Scholastic Achievement Center in Newton.

Kathryn得罪 (AB68) has been accepted at Purdue for grad school in English. Irene Pawlis (AB70) now an Air Force woman has joined the 8th Tactical Fighter Wing as an instructor officer in Thailand.

Robert E. Carr (BS63) was promoted to District Manager.

**Golf**

This season the golf team has shown signs of encouragement. They have captured the record of three wins and two losses. Randy Carlton is leading all the players. He has won every match this season so far. Don G. Jantzen is running a close second.

**Tennis**

The tennis team, after losing its opening tournament, has shown signs of improvement. The team expects this season still to be interesting.

**Notes**

If you have a question or suggestion for the sports department, don't hesitate to venture over to the Athletic Department office. Mr. Lee and Mr. Nielson are quite willing to listen to anyone and everyone.

A science professor during class asked a farms baliff whether he knew what happens to a lamb in the course of three weeks and two losses. Randy Carlton is leading all the players. He has won every match this season so far. Don G. Jantzen is running a close second.

**Notes**

If you have a question or suggestion for the sports department, don't hesitate to venture over to the Athletic Department office. Mr. Lee and Mr. Nielson are quite willing to listen to anyone and everyone.

A science professor during class asked a farms baliff whether he knew what happens to a lamb in the course of three weeks and two losses. Randy Carlton is leading all the players. He has won every match this season so far. Don G. Jantzen is running a close second.

**Notes**

If you have a question or suggestion for the sports department, don't hesitate to venture over to the Athletic Department office. Mr. Lee and Mr. Nielson are quite willing to listen to anyone and everyone.

A science professor during class asked a farms baliff whether he knew what happens to a lamb in the course of three weeks and two losses. Randy Carlton is leading all the players. He has won every match this season so far. Don G. Jantzen is running a close second.

**Notes**

If you have a question or suggestion for the sports department, don't hesitate to venture over to the Athletic Department office. Mr. Lee and Mr. Nielson are quite willing to listen to anyone and everyone.

A science professor during class asked a farms baliff whether he knew what happens to a lamb in the course of three weeks and two losses. Randy Carlton is leading all the players. He has won every match this season so far. Don G. Jantzen is running a close second.

**Notes**

If you have a question or suggestion for the sports department, don't hesitate to venture over to the Athletic Department office. Mr. Lee and Mr. Nielson are quite willing to listen to anyone and everyone.
**SPORTS**

by Ken Masson

Suffolk has given birth. The birth came this spring to the Athletic Department's family. The department will name its new child Cross Country.

The new child, with the support and interest of Suffolk's students, can grow and mature into a full-fledged intercollegiate competitor. Any male student who wishes to participate in this sport should contact the Athletic Department or sign up on the department's bulletin board.

Ten students have already signed up and this early turn out is encouraging. It more students participate then maybe Cross Country will become a permanent resident here.

GOLF

This season the golf team has shown signs of encouragement. They have invaded the courses with their woods and irons and at last report they were sporting a record of three wins and two losses.

Randy Cali is leading all players. He has won every match this season Tom Gouinette is running a close second.

**TEEN**

The tennis team, after losing its first two games, have shown great signs of improvement. The remainder of this season should be interesting.

**NOTES**

If you have a question or suggestion for Suffolk sports, don't hesitate to venture over to the Athletic Department. Mr. Law and Mr. Nelson are quite willing to listen to anyone and everyone.

A science professor during class asked a Rams' baseball player if he knew what happens to balls in the water. He said, "Sure, if you don't oil them, they crack.

Rams Reflect Determination

The determination of true athletes has been reflected this spring in Suffolk's baseball team. The determination is expressed by players who never surrender to the notion that early defeats can destroy the dreams of a victorious season. This year's Rams had their backs to the wall when defeat seemed certain.

Facing a 0-2 record a victory was a must if their hopes were to remain. The Suffolk side answered the call with an upset victory, but with four out of their five next games, this team is made up of a blending of youth and experience. It has been lead—mostly by the success of its pitching staff—Senior Ron Carbell has been their ace huter so far this season. He holds claim to half of the Rams' victories.

One of the top surprises has been rookie Al Houston. Houston, coming up from the minor leagues, has at times appeared to be the best in the league.

The team's southpaw, Ken Bussa, a junior, has been plagued by non support. His record of 1-2 does not truly reflect his abilities.

Although hitting has not been what was expected, there have been bright spots. Roger Ma'id and rookie Dennis Galante are batting around 400.

The team's future holds both hope and disappointment. The hope is found in the ability of the rookies, the most promising of which is Galante, who plays both infield and our Steve Trubiano, an all-around hitter, and Houston.

The disappointment will be found in the loss of seniors Carbell, catcher Marty Conry and utility man Steve Mann and Dick Howe.

So far this year the team has reflected shake of last season. Last year at this time the team had lost three straight but was coming back to post ten straight victories.

Coach Nelson says the potential is there and he believes it will come to the surface.

**Baseball Schedule**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Opponent</th>
<th>Time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>May 15</td>
<td>Worcester Tech.</td>
<td>2 p.m.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 20</td>
<td>Framingham St.</td>
<td>3 p.m.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 22</td>
<td>Bates College</td>
<td>2 p.m.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Suffolk pitcher Ron Carbell with a current record of 2 wins and 1 loss has been drafted twice by the Oakland Athletics. He is expected to sign with the club this month.

Suffolk University Athletics

**Drunk drivers add color to our highways.**

Nothing adds color to our highways like a car crash.

And drunk drivers are involved in at least 100,000 crashes a year.

And drunk drivers are involved in the killing of at least 15,000 people a year.

Highways don't have to be this colorful.

It's up to you.

Drunk drivers, problem drinkers and abusive drinkers may be sick and need your help.

But first we've got to get them off the road.

For their sake and yours.

Do something.


And your voice will be heard.

Seema: Bloody Murder.

Sponsored by the Suffolk Journal

General Alumni Association of Suffolk University

**ALUMNI DAY 1971**

**SATURDAY, June 5th**

At Suffolk University

$10.00 per couple

reception: 5:30 pm

buffet: 6:00 pm

dancing: 8 to midnight

Congratulations

Ed Wickham

Editor In Chief

of the Suffolk Journal

for a year well done.

Staff and friends of the Journal

$1.00 copy

Advertising contributed for the public good.
COMMENCEMENT WEEK ACTIVITIES

TICKETS FOR THE WEEK ARE AVAILABLE IN RL5 AT A COST OF $5 PER COUPLE. THE ACTIVITIES ARE OPEN TO JUNIORS AND SENIORS.